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Proceedings; of the Workshop - Building Capacity, Strengthening Community: Canadian Foreign
Policy and Northern Voices
March 1998
International Studies Programme, University of Northern B.C.

Summary-

Representatives of various dimensions of northern society, some of who are also active in a
variety of NGOs, both local, national and international, gathered to discuss the relationship
between the North and Canadian foreign policy. (Members of the First Nations did not attend,
given a conflict in scheduling with another workshop the same day.) Ini this respect, topics
explored included the relationship between Canadian foreign policy and a northern identity, views
of Canadian foreign policy as elitist, ineffective and dominated by the US, and the permeability of
local and international issues. In particular, elements of the Northemn identity were seen to consist
of the unique climate, industries, and lifestyles based on distances from large urban centres.
International issues listed as important to the northern community included international trade,
women's issues, circumpolar issues, th~e environment (forestry and mining issues) and the impact
of globalisation.

Policy Recommendations:«

- inclusion of First Nations peoples in discussions on the North and on building the capacity of
northern communities;

-Northern communities to be proactive in ternis of advocating their needs and promoting their

boundaries





Building Capaclty, Strengthening Community: Canadian Foreign Policy and Northern Voices

Introduction
On March 28, 1998 a day-long workshop entitled, "Building Community, Strengthening Capacity:
Canadian Foreign Policy and Northem Voices," was held in Prince George at the main campus of
the University of Northemn British Columbia (UNBC). Sponsored by the Canadian Centre for Foreign
Policy Development and supported by the International Studies Program at UNBC, the workshop
brought together 45 individuais to, discuss issues pertaining to Canadian foreign policy and the
North. The workshop was an outstanding success. The response of the participants, which will be
discussed below, is testimony to the value of efforts to, develop the capacity of Northern
communities to address aspects of foreign policy.

The Participants
The list of participants (Appendix 1) excludes the organizational affiliations of many persons engaged
in the workshop. This option was adopted as an operatienal pollcy by the werkshop organizers in
response to indMvdual concems about people being asked te "speak for specific organizations". It
should also be understood that the list does flot include the names of ail workshop participants.

3 menths to 30 years. The



Workshop Structure

The workshop began with an introductory session ted by Dr. Heather Smith. The aims of the

workshop - to encourage grass roots activism and capacity buiid in northem British Columbia, build

links between the community and UNSC, provide a forum for the diffusion of knowledge between

disparate groups, foster networks between local nongovemmentai organizations (NGOs), and buiid

on local initiatives - were introduced. In this session, key ideas such as democratization and capacity

building were expiored. We then broke into three working groups and the rest of the momning was

dedicated to questions reiating to "Northemn identity. In the aftemoon, the working groups focused

on questions specific to capacity building at the local level. The day concluded with ail participants

engaging in a wrap Up discussion led by Dr. Lawrence T. Woods and a closing dinner. A luncheon

earlier in the day was addressed by UNBC President, Dr. Charles Jago.

Working Group Discussions: Momning

Discussion Questions: When you think of Canadian foreign policy, what do you think of? Do you

have a sense of efficacy? Do you feel isolated? Do you think that there is a unique Northemn

identity? If so, can you describe it?

Responses to the first question regarding attitudes towards Canadian foreign poiicy (CFP) were

wide-ranging, although a degree of consensus did emerge. Participants expressed frustration when

discussing CFP. Issue areas such as foreign aid, trade, monetary poiicy, human rights were ail

i(intifipr1 aq CFP issues. but the aeneral CFP orocess was described as elitist, hierarchicai,



There was a sense of isolation expressed by the participants but the explanations for that isolation
were varied. Some argued that isolation was the resuit of geography - that is distance from the
centre. Isolation was also linked to climate. But the isolation from the "outsideu did flot immedîately
translate into a local isolation. While issues were raised about adequate services in the Prince
George area, poverty rates, and unemployment, there was also a very strong sense of community
that infused the discussion throughout the day.

The question of a Northem identity raised many interesting points. For some there was very much
a sense of a Northemn identity. This identity was equated with an iridependent pioneering spirit. A
northemn identity was also equated with they types of industries that dominate northemn towns.
Again, climate and distance from large urban centres were identifîed as factor informing a sense of
difference in the North. Diversity was another characteristic noted. Flrst Nations, immigrants,
indivîduals who have relocated from urban centres, in addition to those bom and raised in Prince
George, comprise our vision of a nor'them community. The size of the community also seemed to
affect self identification. It was commented that Edmontonians are less likely to view themselves as
Northemners because of their urban setting. It was further argued that "a community focus" was
more likely in centres wlth smaller populations, although Cthers conceded that being small can lead
to racism as newcomers or persons of different backgrounds may be more likely to be treated in a
discriminatory fashion. While some participants raised questions about whether or flot there was
an identifiable identity, many felt that there was a Northem ldentity and that there was prtde
associated with identity. It was clear that that the North does not want to be part of the South, does
flot want the pity of the South and must speak louder to have its voice heard.



On the question of capacity, it was teit that more federal and provincial support for northern

communiies would be benefîcial to capacity building generally. Financial limitations and distances

between northem communities (in BC and other parts of Canada) were identified as key obstacles

to capacity building. There was also a sense that we must flot recreate the wheel. In other words,

we must use eff iciently the resources that exist in our communities.

The recommendations below are preliminary, given that the workshop marked the f irst time that this

kind of group was brought together. Many of the recommendations listed below focus on building

on already established local initiatives, highlight the resources found in the presence of the

University of Northemn BC, or point to the need for sustained support from different levels of

govemment.

Rocommendations

* First Nations peoples must be includeci in any discussions of the North and capacity building in

Northemn communities.

unities.



*Education and the creation of awareness of locally of the intersection of locaVforeign policy issues
must be fostered at ail levels (elemnentary through post-secondaiY and amongst the general public
as weII).

* It was recommended that the federal govemment continue to fund workshops in smaller Northem
communities. This will foster community development and greater efficacy at the grassroots level.

* Follow up-activities for fora such as this workshop are essential because they are part of a larger
leaming process and can only facilitate change and capacity building if they are on-going.

* The University of Northemn BC, as a university of the North, mnust make its activities more visible
to the public. The community involvernent and public education efforts of professors must be
recognized as worthy and valuable by the university itself. UNBC should also make a greater effort
to create awareness of its diverse resources and its ability to contribute te capacity building when
it cornes to addressing CFP matters.

* Students and faculty at UNBC were encouraged te foster a upartnerlng program" with the

etween local and international
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